A geometric derivation of numerical integrators for optimal control problems is proposed. It is based in the classical technique of generating functions adapted to the special features of optimal control problems.
Introduction
Optimal control has been one of the driving forces behind many of the applications of mathematics to engineering, robotics, economics... In fact, the Maximum Principle was discovered by L.S. Pontryagin in 1955 in an attempt to find a solution for a highly specific optimization problem related to the manoeuvres of an aircraft. One of its main features is the interplay among different research areas, specially control theory, classical mechanics and differential geometry. Historically, Optimal Control Theory (OCT) took place during the 1950's and its geometrization was started in the 1960's. This geometric analysis of OCT has been introduced using many fundamental tools of differential geometry: Lie groups, exterior differential systems, fiber bundles, riemannian and subriemannian geometry among others.
From other point of view, a geometric methodology has been recently shown to be very useful for simulating numerically the motion of dynamical systems. Following
Optimal control theory
It is well known that the dynamics of a large class of engineering and economic systems can be expressed as a set of differential equationṡ q A = Γ A (t, q(t), u(t)) , 1 ≤ A ≤ n ,
where t is the time, q A denote the state variables and u a , 1 ≤ a ≤ m, the control inputs to the system that must be specified. Given an initial condition of the state variables and given control inputs we completely know the trajectory of the state variables q(t) (all the functions are assumed to be at least C 2 ). Given an initial condition, usually q 0 = q(t 0 ), our aim is to find a C 2 -piecewise smooth curve γ(t) = (q(t), u(t)), satisfying the control equations (1) and minimizing the functional
L(t, q(t), u(t)) dt + S(T, q(T )) ,
for some fixed and given final time T ∈ R + . The integral T t 0 L(t, q(t), u(t)) dt depends on the time history (from t 0 to T ) of the state variables and the control inputs, and S(·, q(·)) is a cost function based on the final time and the final states of the system.
In a global description, one assumes a fiber bundle structure π : R × C −→ Q, where Q is the configuration manifold with local coordinates (q A ) and C is the bundle of controls, with coordinates (q A , u a ), 1 ≤ A ≤ n, 1 ≤ a ≤ m.
The time-dependent ordinary differential equations (1) on Q depending on the parameters u can be seen as a vector field Γ along the projection map π, that is, Γ is a smooth map Γ :
is commutative. This vector field is locally written as Γ = Γ A (t, q, u) ∂ ∂q A . A neccesary condition for the solutions of such problem are provided by Pontryaguin's maximum principle. If we construct the pseudo-Hamiltonian function:
where p A , 1 ≤ A ≤ n, are now considered as Lagrange's multipliers, then a curve
is an optimal trajectory if there exist functions p A (t), 1 ≤ A ≤ n, such that they are solutions of the pseudo-Hamilton equations:
and we have
with transversality conditions
Condition (5) is usually replaced by
when we are looking for extremal trajectories. It is well known that the Pontryaguin's necessary conditions for extremality have a geometric interpretation in terms of presymplectic (or precosymplectic) Hamiltonian systems. The total space of the system will be R × (T * Q × Q C), with induced coordinates (t, q A , p A , u a ) .
Define the Pontryaguin's Hamiltonian function
where α q ∈ T * q Q and (t, u q ) ∈ π −1 (q). Therefore, the coordinate expression of H is (3).
Let ω Q = −dθ Q be the canonical symplectic form on T * Q, where θ Q is the Liouville form, and consider the canonical projection
Eqs. (4) and (6) can be intrinsically written as
Since (dt, Ω H ) is a precosymplectic structure, Eqs. (7) need not have a solution, in general.
Applying the Dirac-Bergmann-Gotay-Nester algorithmn [Dirac:64, GotNes:79 ] to the precosymplectic system
(see [ChLeMa:94] ) we obtain that Eqs. (6) correspond to the primary constraints for the precosymplectic system: φ a = ∂H ∂u a = 0 Eqs. (7) have algebraic solution along the first constraint submanifold P 0 determined by the vanishing of the primary constraints. On the points of P 0 there is at least a pointwise solution of Eq. (7), but such solutions are not, in general, tangent to P 0 . These points must be removed leaving a subset P 1 ⊂ P 0 (it is assumed than P 1 also is a submanifold). Thus, we have to restrict to a submanifold P 2 where the solutions of (7) are tangent to P 1 . Proceeding further this way, we obtain a sequence of submanifolds
If this algorithm stabilizes, i.e. there exists a positive integer k ∈ N such that P k = P k+1 and dim P k = 0, then we shall obtain a final submanifold P f = P k , on which a vector field X exists such that
The constraints determining P f are known, in the control literature, as higher order conditions for optimality. If X is a solution of (8) then every arbitrary solution on P f is of the form X ′ = X+ξ, where ξ ∈ (ker Ω H ∩ ker dt) ∩ T P f . Therefore, a necessary condition for optimality of the curve γ : R → R × C, γ(t) = (t, q(t), u(t)) is the existence of a liftγ of γ to P f such thatγ is an integral curve of a solution to Eqs. (8).
In the regular case, the final constraint manifold will be P 0 (that is, P 0 = P f ) and all the constraints are of the second kind following the classification of Dirac (see [LeMaMD:96] ). In such case, (P 0 , Ω, η) is a cosymplectic manifold, where Ω and η denote the restrictions of Ω H and dt to the submanifold P 0 . Denote also by ω and θ the restrictions of π * 1 ω Q and π * 1 θ Q to P 0 . The cosymplecticity of (P 0 , η, Ω) is locally equivalent to the regularity of the matrix ∂ 2 H ∂u a ∂u b 1≤a,b≤m along P 0 . The dynamical equations for the optimal control problem will become
Taking coordinates (t, q A , p A ) on P 0 , then (9) are equivalent to:
where we have substituted in (4) the control variables u a by its valueū a = f a (t, q, p), applying the Implicit Function Theorem to the primary constraints φ a = 0. This also implies that we have a canonical projection from P 0 onto R, say π 0 : P 0 → R .
In such case, there exists a unique solution X P 0 of Eq. (9):
and its flow preserves the cosymplectic structure given by Ω and η. That is, if we denote by F h the flow of
, and by F t 1 ,t 0 : P
0 the mapping defined by
where we write
The submanifolds P t 0 naturally inherit a symplectic structure ω t by taking the restriction of ω to P t 0 . Similarly, denote by θ t the restriction of θ to P t 0 , then ω t = −dθ t . It is easy to deduce that, in such case, F t 1 ,t 0 is a symplectomorphism; that is,
This last remark will be interesting for constructing geometrical integrators for explicitly time-dependent optimal control systems.
Generating functions
Let (M i , ω i ), i = 0, 1 be two exact symplectic manifolds (i.e. ω i is symplectic and exact,
, 1 the canonical projections, and consider the 1-form and 2-form on M 0 × M 1 defined by
As it is well known Ω (1,0) is a symplectic form.
Let
Using this equality, it is clear that g is a symplectomorphism if and only if
and, therefore, at least locally, there exists a function S : Graph (g) → R such that
Let (q 0 , p 0 ) and (q 1 , p 1 ) Darboux coordinates in M 0 and M 1 , respectively. Since Graph(g) is diffeomorphic to M 0 , we can take (q 0 , p 0 ) as natural coordinates in Graph(g).
Generating functions of the first kind
Assume that in a neighborhood of some point x ∈ Graph(g), we can change this system of coordinates by new independent coordinates (q 0 , q 1 ) (the local condition is that det (∂q 1 /∂p 0 ) = 0). In such case, the function S can be expressed locally as
Definition 3.1 The function S 1 (q 0 , q 1 ) will be called a generating function of the first kind of the symplectomorphism g.
(see Fig. 1 ). Conversely, if S 1 (q 0 , q 1 ) is a function such that det
is a generating function of some canonical transformation g implicitly determined by Eqs. (12), g(q 0 , p 0 ) = (q 1 , p 1 ) (see [Arn:78] ).
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Now suppose that M is a fiber bundle over the real line R, π : M → R, and M t = π −1 (t) are the fibers, where each fiber M t is equipped with a symplectic form ω t . Let g (s,t) : M t → M s be a two-parameter family of symplectomorphisms satisfying
Next, we shall show how this composition law can be translated in terms of their respective generating functions. Moreover, the following results will give a geometric interpretation of the Discrete Euler-Lagrange equations [MarWes:01].
be a function defined by
where
, are stationary points of the right-hand side, that is
are generating functions of the first kind for
is a generating function of the first kind for g (t N ,t 0 ) :
Proof: Recursively, it is suffices to give the proof for N = 2:
where x is an stationary point of the right-hand side.
From the definitions of generating functions for g (t 2 ,t 1 ) and g (t 1 ,t 0 )
and therefore
and, obviously, for this choice of q 1 then
is a generating function of the first kind of g (t 2 ,t 0 ) . Now, we are in condition to bring this procedure to the limit when the number of subintervals increases to infinity. Consider as its continuous counterpart a cosymplectic manifold (M, η, ω), where M is still a fiber bundle over
and its Hamiltonian vector field X H given by
Let F (t,s) : M s → M t be the two-parameter family of symplectomorphisms generated by X H (see section 2) and consider as symplectic form on each fiber M t the restriction of ω to this fiber. We shall give a characterization of the generating functions of the first kind associated to F (t,s) for t close enough to s. For doing that, consider Darboux coordinates (t, q A , p A ) on M and assume the regularity condition det ∂ 2 H ∂p A ∂p B = 0. Thus, Proposition 3.3 A generating function of the first kind for F (t,s) is given by
where t → (t, q(t), p(t)) is an integral curve of the Hamilton equations such that q(t 0 ) = q 0 and q(t 1 ) = q 1 .
Proof: We only use Hamilton equations and integration by parts: 
Remark 3.4 Suppose that t i+1 − t i = h, for all i = 0, · · · N − 1, then from Theorem 3.2 we have 
Now, if we take as new generating function an adequate approximation
or alternatively, we could have considered more accurate approximations. Here, we are assuming that L : R × T Q → R is a Lagrangian function related via Legendre transformation with the Hamiltonian function H (see [Arn:78] ) which is locally possible because of the regularity of H.
Denote by S 1 (q 0 , q 1 , t 0 , t 1 ) = S (t 1 ,t 0 ) 1 (q 0 , q 1 ). From Proposition (3.3), it is easy to show that:
(see also [MarWes:01]). As a consequence
It should be noticed that if we take a new function S
as an adequate approximation of S (t k+1 ,t k ) , then solutions {q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q N } of equations
do not satisfy (13) for arbitrary values of t k−1 , t k , t k+1 . Therefore, we may write the system of difference equations
which under regularity assumptions will determine a time-dependent discrete flow
with variable step size h k = t k+1 − t k (see [KaMaOr:99, Lee:83, Lee:87, LeoMdD:2002, MarWes:01] ).
Generating functions of the second kind
The construction of more general generating functions will be useful in next sections. For instance, suppose that (q 0 , p 1 ) are independent local coordinates on Graph(g). Then the function S is written as S = S(q 0 , p 1 ).
We have p 1 dq 1 − p 0 dq 0 = −q 1 dp 1 + d(q 1 p 1 ) − p 0 dq 0 = dS.
If we define
where q 1 is expressed in terms of q 0 and p 1 , then we deduce that q 1 dp 1 + p 0 dq 0 = dS 2 (q 0 , p 1 ) Definition 3.5 The function S 2 (q 0 , p 1 ) will be called a generating function of the second kind of the symplectomorphism g.
We have that
Conversely, if S 2 (q 0 , p 1 ) is a generating function such that det ∂ 2 S 2 ∂q 0 ∂p 1 = 0 then S 2 is a generating function of some local symplectomorphism determined by Eqs. (15) (see [Arn:78] ). Denote by F (t 2 ,t 1 ) : M t 1 → M t 2 the two-parametric group of canonical transformations generated by the Hamiltonian vector field X H , as in the preliminaries to Proposition 3.3. We have the following. Theorem 3.6 Let a function S (t N ,t 0 ) 2 be defined by
where q k , 1 ≤ k ≤ N , and p k , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, are stationary points of the right-hand side, that is
is a generating function of the second kind for
Proof: It follows as in Theorem 3.2.
As a consequence, we have that
where the unknown coordinates are given by (17) and (18).
Proposition 3.7 A generating function of the second kind for F (t 1 ,t 0 ) is given by
where t → (q(t), p(t)) is an integral curve of the Hamilton equations such that q(t 0 ) = q 0 and p(t 1 ) = p 1 .
Proof: It is proved in a similar way to Proposition 3.3.
Denote by S 2 (t, q 0 , p 1 ) = S (0,t) 2 (q 0 , p 1 ) then it is easy to show that (see, for instance [HaLuWa:02]) Theorem 3.8 (Hamilton-Jacobi equation for S 2 ) If S 2 (t, q 0 , p 1 ) is a solution of the partial differential equation
then the mapping (q 0 , p 0 ) −→ (q 1 , p 1 ) defined by Eqs. (15) is the exact flow of the Hamiltonian system determined by H.
Optimal control of Discrete-time systems
In this section we shall define the general solution of an optimization problem for discrete systems and analyze its geometric behaviour, in particular, the symplecticity. Suppose that the discrete state equations are given by the dynamical equation
or, shortly,
, where q 0 is initially given. The associate performance index or objective function is:
whereS is a function of the final time and state at the final time N , andL is timevarying function of the state and control input at each intermediate discrete time k. The optimal control problem is solved finding controls u * k , k = 0, 1, . . . N − 1, that drive the system along a trajectory q * k , k = 0, 1, . . . , N , verifying the state equations such that the performance index is minimized.
Problem solution
Let us now solve the optimal control problem for the discrete optimal problem determined by (21) and (22) using the Lagrange multiplier approach. Considering the state Eqs. (21) as constraint equations, then we have N · m constraints, and we associate a Lagrange multiplier to each constraint. Next, we construct the augmented performance index J ′ by
where p k+1 = ((p k+1 ) A ) are considered as Lagrange multipliers with A = 1, . . . , n and k = 0, . . . , N − 1. Taking the Hamiltonian function
we deduce that the necessary conditions for a constrained minimum are thus given by:
where 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, and the transversality conditions
Observe that the recursion for the state q k develops forward in time, but the co-state variable p k develops backwards in time. Therefore the required boundary conditions for finding a solution are the initial state q 0 and the final co-state p N .
Assume that
then Eqs. (24), (25) are rewritten as
with 0 ≤ k ≤ N 1 . Consider the function
Then, for a fixed k:
) dp k+1 − p k+1 dq k+1 − q k+1 dp k+1 .
Along solutions of Eqs. (24), (25) and (26) we have:
which implies dp k ∧ dq k = dp k+1 ∧ dq k+1 .
along the solution of (24)- (26).
In the next subsection, we shall analyze the geometric meaning of Eq. (29), which it is obviously interpreted as symplecticity of discrete optimal control problems in terms of a natural symplectic form.
Generating functions of the second kind and discrete optimal control problems
From Proposition 3.3 the following function is a generating function of the second kind for the cosymplectic Hamiltonian system (P 0 , η, Ω, H |P 0 ), which determines the dynamics of the optimal control problem given by (1) and (2):
where t → (t, q(t), p(t)) is the integral curve on P 0 of the vector field X P 0 . Here X P 0 is the unique solution of equation
with (q(t 0 ), p(t 0 )) = (q 0 , p 0 ) and (q(t 1 ), p(t 1 )) = (q 1 , p 1 ). We now focus on the construction of a numerical integrator for the Hamiltonian system (P 0 , η, Ω, H |P 0 ) by using an approximation of the generating function. As we shall show, the obtained method also realize the integration steps by symplectomorphism transformations; then, it is a symplectic integrator.
First take a fixed time interval h = t k+1 − t k , k = 0, . . . , N − 1. Assume that we are working on vector spaces, and consider the following natural approximation:
Thus, equations
are exactly (27) and (28) and the symplecticity condition (29) for discrete optimal control problems is now a trivial consequence of the generating function construction.
Remark 4.1 It is also possible to construct symplectic numerical methods of higher order; for instance, considering better approximations of the Hamilton Jacobi equation (20) 
inserts expression into Hamilton-Jacobi equation (20) and compares equal powers of t. This yields ∂H ∂p 1B · · · = · · · Using the truncated series, we obtain an approximated generating function:
which defines a symplectic method of order r.
Other approaches are also admissible without using higher derivatives of the Hamiltonian H, for instance, symplectic or symplectic partitioned Runge-Kutta methods (see [HaLuWa:02, SanCal:94] ).
Discrete Hamiltonian systems
In [ErbYan:92] Erbe and Yan have considered discrete linear Hamiltonian systems of the form: ∆y(t) = B(t)y(t + 1) + C(t)z(t) ∆z(t) = −A(t)y(t + 1) − B T (t)z(t)
where A, C are symmetric and I − B is invertible. Here ∆y(t) = y(t + 1) − y(t), ∆z(t) = z(t + 1) − z(t) and y, z ∈ R d . This problem is a particular case of a discrete Hamiltonian systems of the form ∆y(t) = H z (t, y(t + 1), z(t))
∆z(t) = −H y (t, y(t + 1), z(t))
where H(t, y, z) = 1 2 (y T , z T ) A(t) B T (t) −B(t) C(t) y z . The symplecticity of the discrete linear Hamiltonian system was fully studied (see [ErbYan:92] , for instance, and references therein). The existence of a corresponding symplectic structure for discrete nonlinear Hamiltonian systems given by (33) and (34) was proposed by Ahlbrandt as an open problem ([Ahlb:93] and also [Shi:02] ).
From the point of view of section 3, this open problem is easily solved considering as generating function of the second kind the following one: S (t+1,t) 2 (y(t + 1), z(t)) = z(t)y(t + 1) − H(t, y(t + 1), z(t)) .
Then Eqs. (33) and (34) are precisely y(t) = ∂S (t+1,t ) ∂z (y(t + 1), z(t)) z(t + 1) = ∂S (t+1,t) ∂y (y(t + 1), z(t)) , which guarantees the symplecticity of the discrete Hamiltonian system. In order to find the canonical transformation associated to this generating map it is only necessary to impose the local condition (see [Arn:78] ): det ∂ 2 S (t+1,t) 2
(y(t + 1), z(t) ∂y∂z = 0
Then, in a neighbourhood of a point satisfying the above condition, there exists a symplectomorphism defined by Eqs. (33) and (34).
